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JOKARI: In-socket wire stripper for more efficiency 
 
Wire stripper specialist JOKARI invented a new tool. The JOKARI XL in-
socket wire stripper has been especially developed for working in plug 
sockets. 
 
Ascheberg, February 13, 2018 
 
JOKARI is famous for continually inventing innovative tools for all wire 
stripping demands in craftsmanship, industry and research and development. 
"We aim at developing products that are based on practical experience to 
support our professional users in their daily working situations", Carsten 
Bünnigmann, JOKARI managing director, states. 
 
To give an example: Due to the ever-raising level in building automation in 
combination with electronics such as radio modules deep plug sockets and 
junction sockets are used. The JOKARI XL in-socket wire stripper fits this 
demand perfectly, as Carsten Bünnigmann points out. "Our new pro tool 
simplifies stripping, because users can reach all positions with a minimum of 
strength. The JOKARI XL length is adapted to deep plug sockets and 
enables to strip cables from the outside. Fingers are secured from sharp 
edges, and the ergonomic, non-sipping two-component grip zone with soft 
components offers an ideal power transmission." Thus, the JOKARI XL in-
socket wire stripper optimizes stripping in building installation and 
automation. 
 
The JOKARI XL in-socket wire stripper quickly and precisely strips all 
common cables with a ø from 8-13mm. It is not necessary to adjust the 
cutting depth to the particular diameter, because the four specifically 
designed blades adapt automatically to the cable. Furthermore, the blades 
reduce effort and raise stripping precision. "That is our understanding of 
innovative product development. We want to simplify work best possible and 
accompany craftsmen and industrial workers to solve all stripping tasks 
without problems", JOKARI strategic sales director international and 
procurator Frank J. Goebbels says. The blades of the Technical Supervisory 
Association (TÜV) and GS tested tool has a titanium nitride cover. This 
allows a longer service life and a better slippage of the blades. 
 
Additionally, Frank J. Goebbels points out an extra feature which is unique to 
JOKARI XL in-socket wire stripper. "A title block simplifies the 
personalization of the stripper to assign the tool to the particular user. 
JOKARI XL should not be missing in modern building technology." 
 
About JOKARI 
 
JOKARI-Krampe LLC from Ascheberg, Westphalia, is a global market leader for the 
production and distribution of high-quality precision wire strippers. Since its 
foundation 50 years ago, the company has been focusing on quality made in 
Germany and manufactures all wire strippers in its own factory with an attached 
plastics injection molding at the Ascheberg headquarter. JOKARI’s task is to meet 
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the demands of its world-wide professional customers from industry and 
craftsmanship: They are asking to strip all types of wires quickly, precisely, easily, 
and safely for further handling – under all circumstances. According to this the 
company’s innovations are geared to the latest developments in technical and 
industrial branches, for example in automotive and automation technology. Thus 
JOKARI is able to deliver exactly the wire strippers the customers need for their 
work. In addition JOKARI offers multimedia-based, multilingual solutions to provide 
quick assistance to customers all around world having questions on the use of the 
wire strippers. For further information visit www.jokari.eu. 
 

  
30125_JOKARI20XL_300_jpg: The JOKARI XL length is adapted to deep 
plug sockets and enables to strip cables from the outside. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Portrait_Carsten_Bünnigmann: Carsten Bünnigmann, JOKARI’s managing 
director 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Portrait_Frank_J._Goebbels: JOKARI procurator Frank J. Goebbels 
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